Abstract -This research aims to describe abilities and behavior of students in representing and transforming a physical system. Respondents of the research were two selected students of the first year from two categories (in the group) based on a selection test. Research instruments consisted of a respondent selection test, a test of ability and behavior in representing and transforming physical system and an interview protocol. Research data were analyzed by qualitative analysis. Based on the data analysis, it can be stated that the ability of the respondents in transforming the physical system were in a low category. The respondents were more able to transform a verbal representation into a mathematical representation. There is a dependence of the ability to transform a representation towards an initial representation to a target of representation and the context underlying the physical system.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of representation is an ability to interpret and apply the various representations and explain physics concepts and physics problems [1] . Ref. [2] has developed an assessment rubric on the ability to represents a physics problem. There are four capabilities representing an information, i.e: ability to extract information, ability to form new representation(s) from previous representation(s), evaluate a consistency of different representations and ability to use representations in problemsolving.
Representation involves a translation. It is begun with writing a verbal description of the problem, forming customized drawings or diagrams, and it is ended with a mathematical formula that can be used to determine the answer using numbers [3] . Verbal representation represents a concept or physical processes such as words or sentence. Image representation is a representation that presents a concept or in form of actual physical process, that is similar to the original. Images can visualize abstract concepts so that it can be easily understood by problem solver. Physical representation is a representation of a concept or physical processes through physical forms such as free-body diagram or chart of motion of objects. The mathematical representation of a physics concept or process is presented in the form of a mathematical equation.
In a problem-solving process, problem solver should be able to integrate an external representation to other representations. Ref. [4] found a failure of students in physics problem solving was caused by an inability of students in integrating a diagram and a mathematical representation. The use of representations is very important for students because it is needed in a troubleshooting process [1] .
This study examined the capability and behavior of students to represent and transform the physical system. Aspects of representation and their transformation can be analyzed in physics problem-solving.
II. METHOD
This research is a qualitative research using a descriptive method. Subjects of the research were 22 first-year students. Respondents of the research were 2 students that consisted of two categories (in the group) based on mastery of concepts. The categories were high and low in ability.
Instruments of the research were a test for thinking-aloud and an interview protocol. Data of ability to represent and transform physical systems were obtained through one-on-one thinking-aloud, and it was followed by in-depth interviews. The activities were recorded using a video camera. Recordings data from the thinking aloud were transferred to transcripts. Assessment rubric of ability to represent and transform the physical system is presented in Table I .
We used triangulation method to ensure the credibility of data by comparing thinking-aloud and interview transcript and written answer of the respondents. 
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In the following sections, we present a description of the process of representing and transforming the physical system. To support the description, we present written answer sheets, transcripts thinking-aloud, and transcripts of the interview. This section also presents scores of representing capabilities and transform the physical system by referring the rubric.
There were three selected problems according to the design and function to enable the capabilities and behavior of students to represent and transform the physical system. Further discussions will be started to the items about representing every category of representation and transformation: A) Representation and Transformation Verbal-GraphMathematical Equations; B) Representation and Transformation Graph-Verbal Mathematical Equations; and C) Representation and Transformation Mathematical EquationGraph-Verbal.
A. Representation and Transformation: Verbal-GraphicsMathematically
To determine the ability of respondents in transforming external representation, used about No. 1 (Fig. 1) . The matter requires respondents to describe the phenomenon through the graph. Charts were then transformed into the form of a mathematical representation. Graph made by RKR to Problem 1 is presented in Fig. 2 . The graph illustrates that He was unable to make verbal representations to the diagrammatic representation. Graphic representations do not show the trajectories of both cars. As a result, He was confused in determining whether the collision occurred on both cars. The above statement is reinforced in the session the following interview:
Interviewer:
Can Fig. 2 shows that the RKR has been trying to represent the event in the form of graphs. However, the resulting graph is not adequate so that he troubles to do next transformation.
When determining whether a collision will occur, RKR comparing the initial speed of cars and trucks. This process is a form of transformation into the form of a graphic representation of mathematical equations. Although the respondent has transformed from a graphical representation to a mathematical representation. He did not use a mathematical equation GLB and uniformly accelerated motion as demanded in the matter. This is consistent with the findings of [5] that learners have the opportunity to solve problems correctly when they enter a representation of charts/graphs as part of problemsolving.
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{-} comparison of the speed at first it was 60 to 40 so that 3 compared with 2 well after the driver drove ... to reduce the pace of progress to 59.5 compared with 40 so ... only 2.95 compared with 2 speed only between the driver and the truck was just different 0, 95 so I think it could be a collision due to the speed of the driver and the truck is the same RKT is able to perform mathematical representation to the graphical representation but using concepts that are not appropriate. While in transforming verbal, RKT interpreted the equations are not physically and not based on the information on the chart. The behavior was also found in [4] .
The description above is in line with Ref. [1] which stated that the work of the respondents on issues in physics depends on the representation issue, but dependence complex. The combination of representation, topics, and can result in selection of respondents' experience strategies used in working on issues of representation RKT assume that the constant acceleration of the object at 1 m / s-2 so that changes in a regular speed. This was stated in an interview the following: 
Interviewer

C. Representation and Transformation: Mathematical Equations -Graphs -Verbal
Problem number three (Fig. 6) , RKT was asked to represent the mathematical form to the shape of the graph and then perform the transformation verbally by describing the situation as represented by the equation.
Tentukan persamaan gerak sebuah benda yang diwakili oleh grafik berikut.
Apa makna persamaan kecepatan dari grafik tersebut (lakukan intepretasi)
Buat grafik yang mencerminkan persamaan di bawah ini. Apa makna persamaan dari grafik yang Anda buat (deskripsikan) RKT assumed that the problem is an equation of a uniformly accelerated motion. His written answer is presented in Fig. 7 . He did not make the charts beforehand and immediately used way to prove this equation by working on every part of the equation. Here are the results of interviews conducted in respondents RKT. shows respondents were able to transform the external representation. That is to say, the external representation can help resolve the problem. This statement is reinforced by [6] that the use of multiple representations when solving the problem may be advantageous, because the representational format may affect the achievement of the respondent and the use of representational learning strategies that can lead to substantial improvements in problem-solving. Fig. 8 shows RKT Respondents were able to do a representation to the shape of the graph. RKT graphs that reflect the similarities in the problem that displacement of the object is a quadratic function with respect to time. He described the parabolic graph opens upward to indicate that the positive displacement appreciating objects. The interview and transcript thinking aloud, respondents RKT understand graphs made. The following interview excerpt transcript of thinking aloud of RKT .
Interviewer
Interviewer:
How graphics that you create can explain the similarities 0 + Furthermore, for the representation and transformation into a verbal form, Fig. 9 shows respondents RKT can transform into a verbal form. Only, he can not physically interpret the equation. Respondents RKT simply transcribe a linear relationship between the acceleration and the speed of that of the equation. 
IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
From this research, it can be stated that the respondent's ability to represent and transform the physical system is still fairly inadequate. In the context of the kinematics of rectilinear Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 174 motion, the respondent was able to undertake the representation of the verbal representation to the representation of charts, graphs representation to a mathematical representation, and the mathematical representation to a graph representation. Neither in terms of transformation, the respondent was able to change the shape of the graph representation form to a mathematical representation, the mathematical representation to a verbal representation, and charts to a verbal. It was found that respondents use different problem-solving strategies, depending on the format of the representation presented [7] . Furthermore, the other findings showed that the higher categories of respondents were able to represent and transform original representation from a graphical representation to verbal, and low categories of respondents are better able to make a verbal representation and transformation into a mathematical equation. There is a dependency of the ability to transform to form the initial representation to the target representation and the context of external representation system. A further research is needed to learning strategies in improving students' learning outcomes.
